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Abstract: In reversible data hiding techniques, the values of hostdata square measure changed in step with some specific rules and
therefore the original host content may be dead rehabilitated when extraction of the hidden information on receiver aspect. This paper,
the ideal standard of quality change underneath a payload-bending measure is found by utilizing a tedious method, and a sensible
reversible data movement plan is arranged. The key data, likewise on the grounds that the assistant information utilized for substance
recuperation, square measure conveyed by the varieties between the first pixel-values and in this way the comparing qualities reckonable
from the neighbors. Here, the estimation mistakes square measure changed by ideal worth exchange standard. Additionally, the host
picture is part into mixture of constituent subsets and thusly the assistant data of a set is typically implanted into the estimation blunders
in the following set. A collector will with achievement separate the implanted mystery data and recoup the first substance inside the
subsets with a backwards request. Along these lines, a legit reversible data action execution is accomplished.
Keywords: Distortion, payload, encrypted image, image recovery, reversible data hiding.

1. Introduction
Data hiding technique aims to imbed some secret info into a
carrier signal by neutering the insignificant components for
copyright protection or covert communication. In general
cases, the data-hiding operation can lead to distortion in the
host signal. However, such distortion, despite however small
it's, is unacceptable to some applications, e.g., military or
medical pictures. during this case it's imperative to imbed
the additional secret message with a reversible manner in
order that the original contents are often utterly remodeled
once extraction of the hidden knowledge.
A number of reversible knowledge concealment techniques
are proposed, and that they are often roughly classified into
3 types: lossless compression based mostly ways, distinction
enlargement (DE) methods, and histogram modification
(HM) ways. The lossless compression based mostly ways
build use of applied math redundancy of the host media by
performing arts lossless compression in order to make a
spare house to accommodate further secret data. Within the
RS methodology, for instance, a regular-singular standing is
outlined for every cluster of pixels in line with a flipping
operation and discrimination perform. Everything of RS
standing is then losslessly compressed to supply an area for
knowledge concealment. Alternatively, the smallest amount
vital digits of constituent values in an ray system or the least
significant bits (LSB) of amount DCT coefficients during a
JPEG image can even be accustomed provide the specified
knowledge house. In these reversible knowledge
concealment methods, a spare place will forever be created
out there to accommodate secret knowledge as long because
the chosen item is compressible, but the capacities don't
seem to be terribly high.
In the distinction enlargement methodology, variations
between two adjacent pixels are doubled in order that a
replacement LSB plane without carrying any info of the
initial is generated. The hidden message at the side of a
compressed location map derived from the property of every
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constituent try, however not the host info itself, is embedded
into the generated LSB plane. Since compression rate of the
situation map is high, and almost every constituent try will
carry one bit, the Diamond State rule will embed a
reasonably great amount of secret knowledge into a bunch
image. Furthermore, numerous techniques are introduced
into Diamond State algorithm to enhance its performance,
together with generalized integer remodel, constituent price
prediction mechanism, bar graph shifting operation,
prediction of location map, and simplification of location
map and improvement of softness of location map.
A data-hider may use bar graph modification mechanism to
realize reversible information activity. In , the host image is
divided into blocks sized 4x4, 8x8, or 16x16, and gray
values square measure mapped to a circle. When pseudorandomly segmenting every block into 2 sub-regions,
rotation of the histograms of the 2 sub-regions on this circle
is employed to embed one bit in every block. On the
receiving aspect, the initial block may be recovered from a
marked image in associate inverse process. Payload of this
technique is low since every block will only carry one bit.
Supported this technique, a sturdy lossless data activity
theme is planned in, which may be used for semi-fragile
image authentication. A typical metric linear unit technique
given in utilizes the zero and peak points of the bar graph of
a picture and slightly modifies the element grayscale values
to insert information into the image. In a binary tree
structure is used to eliminate the need to speak pairs of peak
and 0 points to the recipient, and a bar graph shifting
technique is adopted to forestall overflow and underflow.
The histogram modification mechanism may be enforced in
the distinction between sub-sampled pictures and also the
prediction error of host pixels, and a number of other smart
prediction approaches are introduced to boost the
performance of reversible information activity. Although the
initial host may be utterly recovered when data extraction, a
information-hider continuously hopes to lower the distortion
caused by data activity or to maximize the embedded
payload with a given distortion level, in different words, to
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attain an honest “payload-distortion” performance. Within
the mentioned reversible data concealment strategies, the
values of host knowledge to hold the key information, like
pixel-values, pixel-differences and prediction-errors, square
measure perpetually changed consistent with some explicit
rules. During this paper, we'll realize the optimum rule of
import modification under a payload-distortion criterion. By
increasing a target perform exploitation repetitious formula,
an optimum worth transfer matrix may be obtained. What is
more, we have a tendency to style a sensible reversible
knowledge concealment theme, during which the estimation
errors of host pixels square measure wont to accommodate
the key knowledge and their worth’s square measure
changed consistent with the optimum value transfer matrix.
This way, an honest payload-distortion performance may be
achieved.

Fig. 2 shows the chessboard-like division. Clearly, the four
neighbors of a pixel must belong to the different set. For
each pixel, we may use four neighbors to estimate its value.

Figure 2: Pixel division in chessboard fashion. The white
and black pixels belong to Sets A and B respectively

2. Reversible Data Hiding Scheme
In the projected theme, the key information, moreover
because the auxiliary data used for content recovery, square
measure carried by the variations between the first pixelvalues and the corresponding values calculable from the
neighbors, and the estimation errors square measure changed
in line with the best price transfer matrix. The best price
transfer matrix is made for increasing the quantity of secret
information, i.e., the pure payload, by the reiterative
procedure delineated within the previous section. That
implies the dimensions of auxiliary data don’t have an effect
on the optimality of the transfer matrix. By dividing the
pixels in host image into 2 sets and variety of subsets, the
data embedding is orderly performed within the subsets,
then the auxiliary data of a set is often generated and
embedded into the estimation errors within the next set. This
way, a receiver will with success extracts the embedded
secret information and recover the first content within the
subsets with associate inverse order.
A. Data Embedding
The data embedding procedure is sketched in Fig. 1. Denote
the host pixels as
where and are indices of row and
column, and divide all pixels into two sets: Set A containing
pixels with even
and Set B containing other pixels
.
with odd

Figure 3: An example of the optimal transfer matrix in
which the larger values are represented by deeper colors.
Fig. 3 gives an example of optimal transfer matrix generated
from the histogram by 4.0x104 iterations, in which the
extreme white represents zero and the extreme black
represents the maximal value in the computational
complexity is proportional to the iteration number, and the
generation of optimal transfer matrix can be finished in
several seconds by a personal computer with 2.40 GHz CPU
and 3.00 GB RAM.
B. Data hiding in encrypted image
Once the data hider acquires the encrypted image, he can
embed some data into it, although he does not get access to
the original image. The embedding process starts with
locating the encrypted version of A, denoted by AE. Since
AE has was rearranged to the top of E, it is effortless for the
data hider to read 10 bits information in LSBs of first 10
encrypted pixels. After knowing how many bit-planes and
rows of pixels he can modify, the data hider simply adopts
LSB replacement to substitute the available bit-planes with
additional data m. Finally, the data hider sets a label
following m to point out the end position of embedding
process and further encrypts m according to the data hiding
key to formulate marked encrypted image denoted by E.
Anyone who does not possess the data hiding key could not
extract the additional data.
C. Data extraction and Image recovery
Since data extraction is completely independent from image
decryption, the order of them implies two different practical
applications.

Figure 1: Sketch of data embedding procedure
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1) Case 1: Extracting Data from Encrypted Images:
To manage and update personal information of images
which are encrypted for protecting clients’ privacy, an
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inferior database manager may only get access to the data
hiding key and have to manipulate data in encrypted domain.
The order of data extraction before image decryption
guarantees the feasibility of our work in this case. When the
database manager gets the data hiding key, he can decrypt
the LSB-planes of AE and extract the additional data m by
directly reading the decrypted version. When requesting for
updating information of encrypted images, the database
manager, then, updates information through LSB
replacement and encrypts updated information according to
the data hiding key all over again. As the whole process is
entirely operated on encrypted domain, it avoids the leakage
of original content.
2) Case 2: Extracting Data from Decrypted Images:
In Case 1, both embedding and extraction of the data
Are manipulated in encrypted domain. On the other hand,
there is a different situation that the user wants to decrypt
the image first and extracts the data from the decrypted
image when it is needed. The following example is an
application for such scenario. Assume Alice outsourced her
images to a cloud server, and the images are encrypted to
protect their contents.
In that scrambled pictures, the cloud server denote the
pictures by implanting some documentation, including the
character of the picture holder, the personality of the cloud
server and time stamps, to deal with the encoded pictures.
Bounce would have liked to get stamped unscrambled
pictures, i.e., decoded pictures as yet including the
documentation, which can be utilized to follow the source
and history of the information..

3. Experimental Results
All images used in the experiments are standard gray-scale
images sized
. We compress these into JPEG bit
streams using different quality factors. LDPC codes are used
for error correction using the parity-check matrix proposed
in to generate LDPC codes, in which
,
Fig. 3 gives an example where (a) is the original JPEG
image with a quality factor
, and (b) is an encrypted
image carrying secret data, which contains 1980 secret bits (
) obtained from 750 message bits using LDPC codes.
The image in (c) is decrypted from the received bitstream
using the encryption keys
- and
- .

image, (b) encrypted image carrying secret data, (c)
decrypted, and (d) recovered.
In most cases, extraction accuracy is close to 0.9, indicating
small error probability of data extraction. These errors can
be eliminated by LDPC decoding, thus showing
effectiveness of using blocking artifacts in the data
extraction.
On the off chance that the collector does not have the
inserting key, however have the encryption keys just, the
picture can even now be unscrambled from the scrambled
bitstream, regularly with some mutilation. It is watched that,
contrasted with the first JPEG picture, nature of the decoded
picture is great, and the higher the variable, the better the
nature of unscrambled picture.
Since the reversible information concealing systems for
scrambled JPEG bit-stream are extremely uncommon, we
contrast the proposed technique and some reversible
information concealing strategies for plaintext-JPEG or
encoded uncom-squeezed pictures. We utilize the quality
element 80 for picture pressure.

4. Conclusions
In this correspondence, we propose an RDH framework for
encrypted JPEG bitstream. The original JPEG bitstream is
properly encrypted to hide the image content with the
bitstream structure preserved. The secret message bits are
encoded with ECC and embedded into the encrypted
bitstream by modifying the appended bits corresponding to
the AC coefficients. By using the encryption and embedding
keys, the receiver can extract the embedded data and perfectly restore the original image. When the embedding key is
absent, the original image can be approximately recovered
with satisfactory quality without extracting the hidden data.
We propose to encode the plain data bits with ECC such that
precise data extraction and image restoration can be
achieved. In the experiments, we use the LDPC codes as an
example. Other ECC algorithms may also be used. The
proposed framework is also applicable to JPEG-LS and
JPEG 2000 with slight modification of the encryption and
embedding schemes according to the respective codingdecoding algorithms. Future work aims at extending this
scheme to robust watermarking schemes for encrypted and
compressed images.
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